
Maxan 4 Plus Trio Set

Include:

The complete set from birth, consisting of:
Aluminium frame with reversible seat unit incl. boot cover
Cuddly pram
ISOFIX compatible car seat Comfort Fix group 0+ (up to 13 kg)

Highlights:

The all-rounder from hauck - for town and country. The high-quality, large PU wheels master all terrain.

The quality, modern textile equipment is durable and easy to maintain.

All components can be fixed directly to the frame without additional adapters (Easy-Fix)

The car seat Comfort Fix is individually usable with 3 harness and in combination with the separately available
ISOFIX BASE in the vehicle.

The height-adjustable handle can be fited individually.

Productimages:
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Maxan 4 Plus Trio Set

Maxan 4 Plus Trio Set - our best pushchair set! This sporty all-rounder will be popular
with everyone who loves to explore nature or the city in comfort. The buggy set comes
with carry cot, Isofix capable car seat, convertible pushchair attachment, leg cover and
full PU wheels.

You'll love this light and agile aluminum buggy because it places no limits on your outdoor
activities. The front wheels swivel through 360° and are lockable. Full-PU wheels and
suspension for ultimate shock absorption. Height-adjustable handle that is easy to adapt
to parent's height.  

Combine the carrycot with the chassis to use Maxan 4 for your newborn. It is easy to
mount onto the chassis with one hand, using the Easy Fix System. The Comfort Fix car
seat is every bit as simple and can also be used from birth. It is compatible with our hauck
Isofix base and offers maximum safety for your child on every car journey. An absolutely
innovative, shock-absorbent, PU foam has been used in the car seat. It has been
patented by Hauck and guarantees particularly good side-impact protection. The 3-point
belt makes it even safer. Breathable materials have been used so that your baby always
feels comfortable in the car seat. Head protection and wedge-shaped cushion are
optionally available. 

Combine car seat and chassis into a practical Shop'n Drive system for shopping trips.
When you come back from shopping, you can remove the car seat from the chassis and
secure it into the car, using the one-handed unlocking mechanism. Your baby can stay in
the car seat and sleep on.  

If your child is older, the comfortable and generously sized pushchair can be used for
exploration. The convertible seat offers optimum headroom and freedom of movement.
With just one hand, you can adjust the backrest into a lying position and the footrest is
multi-adjustable. In the horizontal setting it gives your child a large area for resting and
sleeping. The extendible sun canopy can be pulled far forward over your child to protect
him or her against the weather. The leg cover provides additional protection. Keep a
constant eye on your little one through the viewing window in the canopy. The basket
under the seat has space for baby equipment and shopping. 

5-point belt, front frame and parking brake for your child's safety. Maxan 4 can be folded
up compactly for transport.

Our tip! Isofix base available to match this set (= Isofix base for Comfort Fix). Maxan is
also available as the Maxan 3 Plus Trio Set.
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Maxan 4 Plus Trio Set

Colorvariants
403532 Melange Stone 403549 Melange Sand

Characteristics FRAME

Aluminium frame

High-quality full PU-wheel

Suspension

Reversible seat unit

Height-adjustable handle 4 x 80 - 112 cm

Lockable and swivelling front wheels

Detachable front wheels

Detachable rear wheels 

Easy-Fix-System

Large shopping basket

Locking brake

Characteristics PRAM

Easy-Fix system

Characteristics INFANT CARRIER

3-point safety harness

Side protection

Isofix Base compatible

Removable head protection

Removable seat wedge
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Maxan 4 Plus Trio Set

Characteristics INFANT CARRIER

Removable seat cover

Removable canopy

Characteristics BUGGY

One Hand Backrest adjustment

Back rest inclination 108 - 159 °

Adjustable back rest (different positions or continuously) 2x

Adjustable foot rest 2 x

Detachable front bar

Detachable cover

Detachable canopy

Canopy

5-point harness system

Measurements and weights FRAME/ BUGGY

Weight buggy ( in total) 16,0 kg

Measurements folded (min.) 95 x 68 x 45 cm

Measurements built-up (max.) 107 x 68 x 121 cm

Seat width 31 cm

Height-adjustable handle 4 x 80 - 112 cm

Measurements lying area 90 cm

Lengths of seat and back rest 23 / 47 cm

Wheel diameter (back wheel) 28 cm

Wheel diameter (front wheel) 20 cm

Measurements and weights PRAM

Weight carry cot 4,3 kg
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Maxan 4 Plus Trio Set

Measurements and weights INFANT CARRIER

Weight infant carrier 3,8 kg

Seat width 25 cm

Measurements infant carrier 66 x 45 x 60 cm

Recommended age range

Pram: from birth to 9 kg

Infant carrier: From 0 month to 13 kg 

Buggy / push chair: From 0 month to 15 kg

Sending information

Pack size 83 x 56,5 x 72 cm

Weight total single item (incl. box) 30,25 kg
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Maxan 4 Plus Trio Set

Lifestyle Image
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